
Sock It
to the Devil!

Here’s your chance to “sock it to the devil” by giving to BGMC.  
In doing so, BGMC can reach more kids around the world  

for Jesus whom the devil is trying to destroy.

Here’s how it works: 

1. Determine a given month to do this BGMC fundraiser. 

2. The month leading up to this BGMC fundraiser, 
set aside one Sunday for a sock decorating party. 
Announce to the kids (and send a note home to their 
parents) to bring on a given Sunday the most unique 
looking, biggest pair of socks they can find. Before 
the sock decorating party, go to a crafts store or 
department store and buy items the kids can hot glue 
to their socks—eyes, squiggles, patterns, you name 
it. In addition, search the Internet for Bible characters 
and favorite Scripture verses you can print out and 
hand out to the kids. With each pair of socks, each 
kid will decorate one sock as “funny looking” and the 
second with a Bible theme. 

3. Each week of the Sock It to the Devil fundraiser, 
have a contest to make the month fun and 
challenging. Provide first, second, and third place 
prizes for each. Here are some ideas:

Week 1: Funniest Looking Sock Contest 
The funniest looking sock filled with money

Week 2: Heaviest Sock Contest 
The sock full of coins weighing the most 

Week 3: Most Cash Contest 
The sock containing the most dollar bills

Week 4: Best Bible Theme Sock Contest 
The best Bible theme sock filled with money

More game ideas 
on the back!



Other Game Ideas:
Sock Toss Contest: Have a contest to see which kids can toss their tied socks full of change 
into a bucket placed across the room.

Girls vs. Boys or Team A vs. Team B: Contest to see which side or team has the heaviest 
amount of coins—all socks combined.

Hide-and-Go Sock: In a restricted outdoor area, a leader hides all the socks while the 
kiddos are out of sight. The kid who finds his or her sock the fastest is declared the winner. 

Sock Freeze Tag: Kids tie their socks full of change around their waists using string. Make 
sure each sock is tied in a knot at the open end (so the coins don’t fall out) and is secured 
around their waists in a manner that the child cannot trip. As with the traditional game of 
freeze tag, the kids who are tagged first must freeze in position and then relinquish their socks 
to the leader. The last kiddo who can remain “unfrozen” is declared the winner. 

Sock It To Me: Have some soft rubber balls on hand for this game—at least one per kiddo. 
After the kids place the money they had brought in their socks into a Buddy Bucket, they each 
place a rubber ball inside their socks and then tie off the open ends. 

Before this game, collect 10 to 20 two-liter plastic soda bottles. The idea is to place 10 
plastic soda bottles in order as is done in a bowling game. If you can save up 20 plastic 
soda bottles, you can play this game with Team A on one side of the room and Team B 
on the opposite side. Kids can compete to see who can knock down the most “pins” by 
tossing their socks along the ground and across the room. 

Most Pennies and Most Nickels Contests: See which kids can bring the most pennies 
in their socks one week and the most nickels the following week.


